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Abstract

The incorporation of higher order strain gradients into the constitutive equations of continuum damage mechanics is

presented. Thereby, not only scalar-valued isotropic damage models but also anisotropic damage models allowing for

directional dependent sti�ness degradation are elaborated. An elegant possibility of describing anisotropic material

behavior based on the microplane theory is demonstrated. Its conceptual simplicity originates from the idea of mod-

eling the material behavior through uniaxial stress±strain laws on several individual material planes. For each plane

individual damage loading functions are introduced allowing for di�erent failure modes. In order to account for long

ranging microstructural mechanisms, second-order gradients of the strains are incorporated in each of these damage

loading functions. The overall response can be determined by an integration of the resulting microplane laws over the

solid angle. The features of gradient enhanced continuum damage are demonstrated by means of several selected ex-

amples. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Continuum damage mechanics; Localization; Gradient continuum; Failure induced anisotropy; Microplane theory; Finite
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1. Introduction

Many engineering materials consist of various
components with di�erent properties. Concrete,
for example, is composed of sti� aggregate grains
embedded in a relatively weak matrix of mortar.
When such heterogeneous materials are subjected
to loading, microcracking generally starts at the
interface between the di�erent constituents. Upon
further loading, the growth and coalescence of
these microscopic cracks result in macroscopic
crack patterns leading to an overall sti�ness

degradation. Consequently, the failure mechanism
of multiphase materials is of highly anisotropic
nature.

The microplane theory derived in [5,8,9,12]
represents a powerful approach to describe the
above failure phenomena in a natural fashion.
Directional dependent sti�ness degradation is
modeled through uniaxial damage laws on indi-
vidual potential failure planes leading to a mac-
roscopically anisotropic damage formulation.
Di�erent damage laws for tension, compression
and shear take into account the di�erent behavior
of concrete in mode I, mode II and mixed mode
failure.

Due to the heterogeneity of the microstructure,
long ranging mechanisms such as microcrack in-
teraction and aggregate interlock severely in¯u-
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ence the stress state at a material point, see [2,16].
Consequently, classical continuum models based
on the assumption, that the stress state only de-
pends on the state of the material point itself are
no longer su�cient to cover this characteristic
behavior. To account for long ranging micro-
structural e�ects, the introduction of nonlocal
quantities in the constitutive formulation has been
proposed, compare [10,11] for example. From the
early 1970s on, these nonlocal terms were intro-
duced through an integral equation, see [4,19].
Since the additional integral equation leads to
numerically ine�cient solution techniques, it has
been replaced by a partial di�erential equation as
proposed in [1,6,7]. In the context of continuum
damage mechanics, this additional equation de-
®nes nonlocal strains which are incorporated in
the constitutive relation exclusively through the
loading function, see [17]. As a consequence of this
enhancement, the resulting equations remain well-
posed even in the post-critical regime and the local
loss of ellipticity, which is an essential drawback of
classical continuum models, is avoided.

After brie¯y summarizing the constitutive
equations of continuum damage mechanics, the
derivation of an isotropic gradient enhanced
damage model as proposed in [18] will be pre-
sented. The regularizing in¯uence of additional
gradient terms will be demonstrated by means of
the model example of a tension bar. Furthermore,
the application of the gradient enhancement in
combination with an anisotropic damage model as
shown in [13] will be elaborated and illustrated
with the help of several selected examples.

2. Classical isotropic damage models and strain

localization

The simplest form of continuum damage me-
chanics is realized through isotropic damage
models as described in detail in [14]. Damage is
represented by a scalar-valued damage variable d
characterizing the reduction of the net stress car-
rying cross section area fraction. In the following,
we will brie¯y summarize the constitutive equa-
tions of isotropic damage restricting ourselves to
the small strain case. Consequently, the strain � is

given as the symmetric part of the displacement
gradient ru

� � rsymu: �1�
Moreover, the free Helmholtz energy W is speci®ed
as follows,

W � Ŵ��; d; j�
� �1ÿ d� 1=2 � : C el : ��

Z j

0

/�j� dĵ; �2�

whereby C el � 2lI� k1
 1 denotes the fourth-
order elasticity tensor which can be expressed in
terms of the Lam�e constants l and k and the sec-
ond- and fourth-order unit tensors 1 and I. The
second term,

R j
0

/�j� dĵ, accounts for the hard-
ening behavior in terms of an additional internal
variable j. The evaluation of the Clausius±Duhem
inequality yields the de®nition of the stress tensor
r as thermodynamically conjugate variable to the
strain tensor �

r � o�W � �1ÿ d�C el : � �3�
and the energy release rate Y as conjugate variable
to the damage variable d.

Y � ÿodW � 1=2 � : C el : �: �4�
Furthermore, a damage loading function U is in-
troduced in the following fashion.

U�Y ;/�j�� � u�Y � ÿ /�j�6 0: �5�
It yields the evolution equations of damage and
the internal variable in terms of the plastic multi-
plier _c

_d � _coY u; _j � _c �6�
and the Kuhn±Tucker conditions which govern
the loading/unloading process.

U6 0; _cP 0; U _c � 0: �7�
The consistency condition

_U _c � 0 �8�
is evaluated according to [20] with the additional
assumption that u��� � /���. Consequently, the
damage variable can be expressed explicitly in
terms of a threshold value j0 and the maximum
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value of the energy release rate that has been ob-
tained so far during the loading history.

d � /�j�
with j � max

ÿ1<t<s
1=2 ��t� : C el : ��t�� �

; j0
ÿ �

:

�9�
For the example below, we will apply the following
speci®c choice of the equivalent strain u

u�Y � �
������������
1=E Y

p
�

������������������������������
1=2E� : C el : �

q
�10�

and an exponentially softening damage law as
proposed in [18].

d � /�j�

� 1ÿ j0

j
�1ÿ a� a exp�ÿg�jÿ j0���: �11�

Example 1. To motivate the additional incorpo-
ration of nonlocal terms in the constitutive equa-
tions, we will demonstrate the incapability of
classical continuum models to reproduce correctly
the phenomenon of strain localization. Therefore,
a bar of l � 10 cm length and h � 1 cm height is
analyzed under tensile loading. The Lam�e con-
stants are chosen to be l � 8333:33 N/mm2 and
k � 5555:55 N/mm2, respectively. The additional
material parameters associated with the damage
evolution law are chosen in accordance with [18]
such that a � 0:96 and g � 350.

Furthermore, the damage threshold value j0 is
assumed to be j0 � 0:0001 throughout the bar ex-
cept for a 1 cm wide zone in the middle of the bar,
where j0 has been reduced by 10% in order to

trigger localization. The related load displacement
curves for a discretization with 10, 20 and 40 ele-
ments are depicted in Fig. 1. Obviously, the brit-
tleness of the specimen increases with increased
mesh re®nement. This observation, which is of
course physically incorrect, is in accordance with
the strain distribution depicted in Fig. 2. The strains
tend to localize in a narrow zone which is governed
by the choice of discretization. Mathematically,
this well-known phenomenon of the mesh-depen-
dency of the simulation corresponds to the loss of
well-posedness of the governing equations.

3. Isotropic gradient damage

The loss of uniqueness in the post-critical re-
gime which was demonstrated in the previous

Fig. 1. Isotropic damage ± load displacement curves.

Fig. 2. Isotropic damage ± strain distributions.
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section can be avoided by introducing a localiza-
tion limiter in the constitutive equations. Physi-
cally, this enhancement is motivated by the
heterogeneity of the microstructure leading to long
ranging mechanisms on the microstructural scale.
An e�cient way of realizing this nonlocal enrich-
ment is the introduction of higher order gradients
in the damage loading function as proposed by
[7,18,17] such that Eq. (5) is replaced by the fol-
lowing damage loading function:

U � u���� ÿ /�j�6 0 with u����

�
�������������������������������
1=2E �� : C el : ��

q
: �12�

Note, that the equivalent strain u is no longer a
function of the local energy release rate Y. Instead,
it has become a function of the nonlocal strain ��
yielding a nonassociated damage formulation.
Consequently, the damage variable de®ned in Eq.
(9) becomes a function of the nonlocal strains as
well.

d � /�j� with j

� max
ÿ1<t<s

1=2 ���t� : C el : ���t�
h i

; j0
� �

: �13�

In order to determine this nonlocal strain ®eld, in
addition to the classical equilibrium problem

r � r � ÿq b in X �14�
the following nonlocal strain problem is introduced:

r � aÿ �� � ÿ� in X: �15�
For its derivation, which was motivated by the
nonlocal integral continuum model, the reader is
referred to [18]. For both equations, boundary
conditions have to be introduced. For the equi-
librium problem, the boundary C is divided into
disjoint parts Cu [ Ct � C and Cu \ Ct � ; with the

boundary conditions of Dirichlet and Neumann
type given as follows,

u � up on Cu; r � n � tp on Ct: �16�
Furthermore, the boundary conditions of the
nonlocal strain problem on the boundary C with
C�� [ Cg � C and C�� \ Cg � ; are given by

�� � ��p on C��; a � n � gp on Cg; �17�
whereby in the following, we will only apply the
natural boundary condition (17.2). The constitu-
tive equations of the equilibrium problem derived
in the previous chapter are summarized in Table 1.
Note, that a coupling between the equilibrium
problem and the nonlocal strain problem is in-
troduced exclusively in terms of the equivalent
strain u. For the nonlocal strain problem, an ad-
ditional set of `constitutive equations' has to be
introduced. These equations given in Table 2 relate
the nonlocal strain gradient x to its conjugate
variable a through the de®nition of an additional
potential WX. It can be expressed in terms of the
tensor P quantifying the in¯uence of the gradient
term. In its easiest form, P can be introduced as
P � diag�c� with the gradient parameter c which
has the dimension of a length squared. For the
parameter identi®cation of the gradient parameter
the reader is referred to [15].

The governing equations (14) and (15) are
solved numerically with the ®nite element method.
After the application of the partial integration, the
divergence theorem and the introduction of the
boundary conditions, the weak form of the equi-
librium problem readsZ

X
rwT

u r dX �
Z

X
wT

u qb dX�
Z

C
wT

u t dC

8wu 2Wu;

�18�

Table 1

Constitutive equations for equilibrium problem ± isotropic gradient damage

Kinematics � � rsymu

Potential W� � �1ÿ d� 1=2� : C el : �� R j
0

/�j� dĵ
Stresses r � o�W� � �1ÿ d�C el : �
Damage loading function U � u���� ÿ /�j� with u �

�����������������������������
1=2E�� : C el : ��

q
Loading/unloading conditions U6 0 _c P 0 U _c � 0

Damage evolution d � /�j� with j � maxÿ1<t<s 1=2�� : C el : ��
� �

; j0
ÿ �
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whereas the weak form of the nonlocal strain
problem is given as follows,Z

X
rwT

�� a dX�
Z

X
wT

�� �� dX

�
Z

X
wT

�� � dX�
Z

C
wT

�� g dC 8w�� 2W ��: �19�

Herein, wu and w�� denote the weightening func-
tions and qb represents the applied volume forces.
The discretization is performed by applying inde-
pendent discretizations of the displacement ®eld u
and the nonlocal strain ®eld ��,

u � N udu; � � Budu; �� � N ��d��;

r�� � B��d��

�20�

with N and B representing the individual shape
functions and their spatial derivatives whereas du

and d�� are the nodal degrees of freedom. A line-
arization yields the following set of equationsZ

X
BT

u
~Ciÿ1BuDdu dX�

Z
X

BT
u D ~CN��Dd�� dX

�
Z

X
NT

u qb dX�
Z

C
NT

u t dCÿ
Z

X
BT

u riÿ1 dX;Z
X

NT
�� BuDdu dX�

Z
X

NT
�� N��

� � BT
�� Piÿ1B��

�
Dd�� dX

�
Z

X
NT

�� N��

�h � BT
�� Piÿ1B��

�
d��;iÿ1 ÿNT

�� �iÿ1

i
dX;

which can be solved for the incremental update of
the nodal degrees of freedom Ddu and Dd�� by an
incremental iterative Newton±Raphson solution
procedure after assembling the global system of
equations.

Example 2. The regularizing in¯uence of the ad-
ditional gradient term will be demonstrated by
analyzing Example 1 with a gradient enhanced
continuum damage model. The geometry and the
material parameters are identical to the ones given
in Example 1. In addition, the gradient parameter

c is chosen to c � 2 cm2. The load displacement
curves depicted in Fig. 3 show an almost identical
response for the three di�erent discretizations. Due
to the inclusion of higher order gradients in the
damage loading function, the results seem to be
independent of the underlying discretization. The
distribution of the nonlocal strains given in Fig. 4
con®rms this observation. The width of the af-
fected zone is governed by the choice of the gra-
dient parameter c. Remarkably, the width of the
a�ected zone remains constant upon mesh re®ne-
ment.

4. Anisotropic gradient damage

In the following, an anisotropic damage model
motivated by the microplane concept will be in-
troduced. The basic ideas of the microplane model
are adopted from the well-known theory of crystal
plasticity, for which the overall anisotropic re-
sponse can be derived by evaluating uniaxial
plastic laws on selected material planes. These
planes, the so-called slip planes, are prede®ned by
the geometry of the crystallographic lattice as de-
picted in Fig. 5. In the microplane theory, the
plastic laws are replaced by uniaxial damage laws.
Moreover,the de®nition of the potential failure
planes is not known in advance. Therefore, as
many planes as possible have to be taken into

Fig. 3. Isotropic gradient damage ± load displacement curves.

Table 2

Constitutive equations for nonlocal strain problem

Kinematics x � r��

Potential WX � 1=2 x..
.
P..

.
x

Conjugate variable a � oxWX � P..
.
x
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account in order to reproduce correctly the actual
stress state. The microplane model derived in the
following is based on a so-called `kinematic con-
straint'. The local and nonlocal strain components
of a microplane are determined by projecting the
local and the nonlocal macroscopic strain tensor
onto the material plane as sketched in Fig. 6.
Consequently, the individual volumetric, devia-
toric and tangential strain components of one in-
dividual plane can be expressed as follows:

�V � � : V ; �� � �� : V ; V � 1
3
1;

�D � � : D; ��D � �� : D; D � n
 nÿ V ; �21�
�T � � : T; ��T � �� : T; T � I � nÿ n
 n
 n:

Herein, V, Dand Tdenote the second- and third-
order projection tensors characterized by the pla-
ne's normal n. As indicated in the previous section,
the damage loading functions will be introduced as
functions of the nonlocal strains ��V; ��D and ��T and
the history parameters jV; jD and jT. Di�erent
damage loading functions are formulated for each

component in order to account for the di�erent
failure modes.

UV � u���V� ÿ /�jV�; UD � u���D� ÿ /�jD�;
UT � u���T� ÿ /�jT�: �22�

The evaluation of the loading/unloading condi-
tions and the consistency condition

UV6 0; _cV P 0; UV _cV � 0; _UV _cV � 0;

UD6 0; _cD P 0; UD _cD � 0; _UD _cD � 0; �23�
UT6 0; _cT P 0; UT _cT � 0; _UT _cT � 0;

yields the values of the individual history param-
eters jV; jD and jT describing the largest amount
of straining, the individual component has expe-
rienced so far. The history parameters govern the
evolution of the damage variables dV; dD and dT.

dV � /V�jV�; dD � /D�jD�;
dT � /T�jT�:

�24�

The individual microplane stress components are
thus given by uniaxial damage laws of the fol-
lowing form.

Fig. 6. Strain components on one microplane.

Fig. 4. Isotropic gradient damage ± nonlocal strain distributions.

Fig. 5. Analogy between crystal plasticity and microplane

model.
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rV � �1ÿ dV�CV�V; rD � �1ÿ dD�CD�D;

rT � �1ÿ dT�CT�T: �25�

An integration of all the stress components of all
directions over the solid angle X yields the ho-
mogenized stress tensor r in terms of the individ-
ual microplane stress components rV; rD and rT.

r � 3

4p

Z
X

rVV
� � rDD� rT � TT

�
dX: �26�

The constitutive equations of anisotropic micro-
plane damage are summarized in Table 3. For
the initial case of isotropic elasticity with
dV � dD � dT � 0 the combination of Eqs. (25)
and (26) yields the de®nition of the stress tensor
of elastic material behavior as a special case of
Eq. (26).

r � 3

4p

Z
X

CV�VV
� � CD�DD� CT�T � TT

�
dX:

�27�

With the help of the kinematic constraint de®ned
in Eq. (21), Eq. (27) can be rewritten as follows.

r � C : �;

C � 3

4p

Z
X

CVV
� 
 V � CDD
D� CTT � TT

�
dX:

�28�

The products of the projection tensors
V ; D and T can be integrated analytically over
the solid angle X by applying the integration for-
mulae summarized in [8].

3

4p

Z
X

V 
 V dX � Ivol;

3

4p

Z
X

D
D dX � 2

5
Idev; �29�

3

4p

Z
X

T � T dX � 3

5
Idev:

A comparison with Hooke's elasticity tensor
C el � 2lI� k1
 1 yields the de®nition of the
microplane elasticity moduli CV;CD and CT in
terms of the Lam�e constants l and k.

CV � 3k� 2l � 3j; 2
5
CD � 3

5
CT � 2l: �30�

For the general anisotropic case the damage vari-
ables are allowed to be larger than zero. Further-
more, they can be di�erent for di�erent directions
depending on the plane's normal n such that
dV�n� 6� 0; dD�n� 6� 0 and dT�n� 6� 0. In that case,
an analytical evaluation of the macroscopic stress
state is nearly impossible. However, a numerical
evaluation of Eq. (26) can be performed. The inte-
gral expression �3=4p � RX f dX is thus approxi-
mated by a weighted sum

Pnmp
I�1 f IwI of the function

f evaluated at discrete integration points and
weighted by the weightening coe�cient wI . Eq. (26)
can thus be approximated by the following relation.

r �
Xnmp

I�1

1
�� ÿ dI

V

�
CV VI 
 V I

� 1
� ÿ dI

D

�
CD DI 
DI

� 1
� ÿ dI

T

�
CT T I � TI T

�
wI : �: �31�

It was shown in [3] that the numerical integration
with nmp � 21 integration points per hemisphere

Table 3

Constitutive equations for equilibrium problem ± anisotropic damage

Macroscopic strains � � rsymu

Microplane strains �V � � : V �D � � : D �T � � : T
��V � �� : V ��D � �� : D �T � �� : T

Macroscopic stresses r � RX�rVV� rD D� rT � TT� dX
Microplane stresses rV � �1ÿ dV�CV�V rD � �1ÿ dD�CD�D rT � �1ÿ dT�CT�T

Damage functions UV � u���V� ÿ /�jV� UD � u���D� ÿ /�jD� UT � u���T� ÿ /�jT�
Loading/unloading UV6 0 UD6 0 UT6 0

_cV P 0 _cD P 0 _cT P 0

UV _cV � 0 UD _cD � 0 UT _cT � 0

Damage evolution dV � /V�jV� dD � /D�jD� dT � /T�jT�
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yields a su�ciently accurate approximation at an
acceptable level of e�ort. In that case, the micro-
planes are situated as tangential planes to the
vertices and edges of a regular icosahedron as in-
dicated in Fig. 7.

Example 3. The features of the anisotropic gradi-
ent model will be demonstrated by the analysis of a
compression panel. The specimen of h � 12 cm
height and a width of w � 6 cm will be analyzed
under plane strain conditions. The Lam�e constants
are chosen to be l � 12711:86 N/mm2 and
k � 7150:42 N/mm2. In order to trigger localiza-
tion, an imperfection has been introduced by re-
ducing the elastic properties by 10% in a 1 cm � 1
cm large zone in the upper right corner. Except for
the volumetric compression, damage laws of an
exponential type

d�j� � 1ÿ exp��j=a�p�
are applied, introducing two material parameters
a and p for each damage law. The material
parameters for each component di�erentiating
between tension and compression are chosen
to be a�V � a�D � 0:00006; aÿD � 0:0004; a�T � aÿT �
0:0004; p�V � p�D � 1:0; pÿD � 1:2; p�T � pÿT � 1:1.
The damage law for volumetric compression

dV�jV� � �1
� ÿ jV=aV�ÿpÿ

V � � ÿ jV=bÿV �q
ÿ
V
�

and the related material parameters are chosen as
aÿV � 0:005; bÿV � 0:035; pÿV � 1:0; qÿV � 1:85.

Fig. 7. Numerical integration with nmp � 21 integration points

per hemisphere.

Fig. 8. Load displacement curves of compression panel.

Fig. 9. Deformed con®gurations and nonlocal strain distribu-

tion of compression panel.

Fig. 10. Load displacement curves of tensile test.
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Furthermore, the gradient parameter c is as-
sumed to be c � 3 cm2. Two di�erent discretiza-
tions of 72 and 288 elements have been analyzed
yielding an almost identical material response as
demonstrated by the corresponding load dis-
placement curves of Fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows the de-
formed con®guration and the distribution of the
nonlocal strains in loading direction. Obviously,
the specimen has failed due to a shear band which
has formed under the angle of 45� towards the
loading axis. The regularizing in¯uence of the
gradient enhancement is once more highlighted by
the clear mesh-independency of the results.

Example 4. In the last example, a tensile test of a
l � 14 cm long and h � 6 cm high specimen is
simulated. The material parameters are identical to
the previous example, except for the gradient pa-
rameter which is now chosen as c � 2:25 cm2. An
imperfect zone of 1� 2 cm2 has been introduced
in the middle of the free edges in order to simulate
a double edge notched specimen. Again, two dif-
ferent discretizations with 84 and 336 elements
have been studied. The corresponding load dis-
placement curves are depicted in Fig. 10. The so-
lution is found to be independent of the underlying
discretization. The distribution of the nonlocal
strains in loading direction shown in Fig. 11 con-
®rms this observation. Due to the special choice of
damage laws and material parameters, the tension
specimen shows a clear mode I failure in contrast
to the compression panel of Example 3. The pre-
sented examples have not only demonstrated the
facility of the gradient enhanced microplane model
to reproduce correctly the phenomenon of strain
localization, but have also shown its capability of
capturing di�erent failure modes through the ap-
plication of di�erent damage laws for the individ-
ual microplane components.

5. Conclusion

Di�erent continuum damage models including
a dependence upon the second gradient of the
strains have been proposed. Due to the implicit
incorporation of an internal length scale, the
governing equations remain well-posed even in the
post-critical regime. Especially the anisotropic
damage model derived in the context of the mic-
roplane theory is believed to be very promising for
the modeling of di�erent failure modes under
various loading scenarios. The related examples
have demonstrated the capabilities of the present
model to simulate mode I as well as mixed mode
failure up to the complete loss of load carrying
capacity.
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